ApOLLONIUS
Few scholars have approached the Argonautika with an eye toward ancient Near Eastern mythological parallels, and when they have, their work has appeared methodologically questionable and/or has received little acceptance.! As a result, until recently classicists generally have not been encouraged to undertake such comparative work. A welcome exception is the recent work of Susan Stephens. 2 Stephens has examined a number of allusions to Egyptian mythological traditions in the works of Callimachus, Apollonius, and Theocritus and has helped us to understand them as operating effectively in both Greek and Egyptian worlds.3 Moreover, she has demonstrated how this bicultural form of poetics served to make sense of the often competing styles of Greek and Egyptian kingship that embodied Ptolemaic rule.4
For the Ptolemaic court to rule effectively it could not construct itself entirely in the mode of a traditional Greek kingship, but as a Macedonian Greek The poets are similarly situated: Callimachus and Apollonius are natives of North Africa, of Cyrene and Alexandria respectively, and a third, Theocritus, was probably resident in Alexandria for some years. . . . [P] ar from being ivory-towered intellc;:ctuals indulging in obscurantist aesthetics as a reaction to or withdrawal from unsympathetic imperial practices, these poets were the image makers for the Ptolemaic court. . . .
[T]hese three poets experiment by selectively adapting previous Greek mythological and historical models to articulate a novel kind of kingship, and it is within this context that their generic experiments should be understood.5
Ultimately, such experiments served also to position Egyptian ideas well within the orbit of Greek cultural understanding,6 and thus to make Egypt appear a bit more Greek. Stephens' observations provide an especially useful conceptual framework for a number of additional examples, not noted by her, of the poetic interplay between Greek and Egyptian traditions in Apollonius' Argonautika.8 These examples fit into three categories: the golden fleece, the Argo and its crew, and the journey and mission of the Argonauts, each of which, I shall argue, exploits the mythological 5 Stephens (above, n.2) 12.
& Note also, with P. M. Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria, vol. I (Oxford 1972) 512, that the work Egyptian Colonies, authored by CaIIimachus' student Istrus, "evidently attempted to find a mythological Egyptian eponym or an Egyptian origin, within the accepted framework of Greek legend, for the cities of Greece, and thus was hardly novel, for such 'Egyptomania' was abroad before .Jstrus, and had been elaborated fifty or more years before him by Hecataeus from whom Istrus may have. derived the general notion_" On earlier Greek views on Egypt see now also Stephens (above, n.2) 22-44. 7 Stephens (above, n.2) 8.
a After submitting this article for publication, Stephens' work, Seeing Double (above, n.2), appeared. The reader will doubtless notice some overlap between the contents of her book and this article. This is both because I provided Stephens with an unpublished form of my article, which she cites in her book with permission, and because I was able to incorporate some of her observations into the revised and published version of this article before it went to press. AND EGYPTIAN MYTHOLOGY 125 imagery associated with the cult of Re, a god whom the Greeks equated with Zeus in the form of Amun-Re.9 First the fleece. From a Hellenistic perspective, one can understand why Apollonius was attracted to stories of the golden fleece. Its traditions were powerful and mythic, and like the Iliad and Odyssey, represented Hellenism's heroic past. The fleece provided Apollonius' own day with a symbolic reminder of Hellenic power, both past and present. Yet, at the same time, it would have been difficult for a reader of the Argonautika living in Egypt not to think also of what was perhaps the quintessential Egyptian icon of his day: that of the image of the god Amun-Re. A common image associated with Amun-Re is that of a ram,10 often adorned in gold overlay and protected by a magic serpent on his brow, or uraeusY In Egyptian belief, the uraeus protected pharaohs and other gods from the magic and ill will of their enemies.12 Confronted with such images of the ram adorning the uraeus, either by way of ubiquitous temple reliefs or Egypt's many cultic festi\;als, [3Apollonius. and his readers, I submit, would have been reminded of the golden fleece and its protective serpent. Indeed, such a context helps to explain the strange glow that the fleece emits, which lights Jason's path when returning to the Argo, and which appears to his crew as the lightning of Zeus (4.183-185), for Amun-Re is the Sun, and his radiance, like other Egyptian gods, is said to possess a golden hue.14 9 I question whether Apollonius would have been able to, or would have cared to, distinguish the highly nuanced differences between the various manifestations of the solar god, whether in the form of Re, Atum-Re, Re-Harakhty, or Amun-Re, each of whose mythologies shares overlapping features and whose iconographic representations, at times, might easily be confused, even by today's specialist. In this regard I note that the features of the solar cult which' appear to have attracted Apollonius often derive from differing mythologies and representations of the various solar cults enumerated above. For this reason, in what follows I shall refer somewhat interchangeably to Re or Amun-Re, except when discussing a particular text, at which time I shall refer to the specific name as given in the text. 
I
Moreover, the symbolic associations of the golden fleece and the icon of Amun-Re also overlap. Since Amun-Re was a celestial equivalent of the pharaoh, as was the falcon-god Horus, he stood as a primary symbol of kingship as the "son of Re." Similarly, the fleece too, as Peter Green reminds us, "was a magical symbol: of supernatural power, entitlement, above all kingship."15 Thus, the golden fleece served ApOllonius as a polyvalent icon combining Greek and Egyptian concepts. 16 The fleece and Amun-Re have more in common than just their physical resemblance and symbolic associations. Of import is the Argo -itself and its crew, a magic boat, manned by sons of gods and equipped with a prophetic keelY Its captain, Jason, bore a name meaning "healer."18 The parallel to Re mythology is strikĩ ng. A common depiction of Re is that of him sailing on his magic solar boat. He too is associated with healing.19
Like the Argo, Re's boat was manned by sons of gods. In the Book of Amduat,2O the crew of Re's boat stands on board 'ready to assist him in battle. Ahead of the boat, a magician kills the cosmic serpent Apep, a figure to whom I shall return. The parallel between the two divine crews becomes more poignant when we recall Apollonius' reference concerning the crewman Aithalides, who spent half of his time in Hades and the other half in the world of 18Astour (above, n.l) 281-82 sees the myth of Jason as the remnant belief in a healer-god married to a healer-goddess (Medea). He views this also as hinted at by the fact that he was taught by the wise physician Centaur Cheiron, an honor he shares with Aesclepius. For Astour's other relevant views see Hellenosemitica (above, n.l).
19More precisely it is Re in the form of Horus and also the solar boat that are associated with medicine and healing. See G. Pinch, Magic in Ancient Egypt (Austin 1994) 140-46. 20 And also in the Book of Gates.
ApOLLONIUS' ARGONAUTlKA AND EGYPTIAN MYTHOLOGY 127 the sun (1.640-648).21 This is reminiscent of the journey taken by Re, who spends half of the day sailing the heavens and the other half in the underwor1d.22 Like the Argo, whose keel possessed prophetic power because it was made of wood taken from a sacred tree at the sanctuary at Dodona, Amun-Re's boat also served as an oracle. In ritual public processions, spectators would approach the boat, ask it a question, and would receive a yes or no response based on the way it tipped, working much the same way as a Ouija board.23 The boat was thus prophetic.
In the Middle Kingdom Coffin Texts (e.g., Spell 404, CT 181-200) and again in the later Book of the Dead (Spell 99, below),24 we find that the prophetic nature of Re's nocturnal boat25 derives from the materials from which it was built. In fact, each of the boat's constituent parts was identified with a god. Excerpts from the magical spell in which the boat's parts are called by name read as follows:
"SAY MY NAME," said the sail. "Nut," is your name.
,.
"SAY MY NAME," said the oar-loops. "You have been made with the hide of the Mnevisbull and the tendons of Seth," is your name. "SAY MY NAME," said the oars. "The fingers of Horus the elder," are your names.
"SAY MY NAME," said the bailer. "The hand of Isis which swabs up the blood from the Eye of Horus," is your name. "SAY MY NAME," said the ribs which are in her timbers. "Imsety, Hapi, Da-mutef, and Qebehsenuef. . . ," are your names. 21 In this Apollonius references ad. 11.303. P-indar emphasizes many times that the ship's crew are all sons of gods. Other traditions include a mortal or two, usually a seer. Pherekydes also mentions that the crew included Aithalides, who, according to Gantz (above, n.l?), "had received as a gift from Hermes that his psyche should be part of the time in Hades, part of the time above ground (FGrHist, 3F109; cf. AR. 1.640-648 where the tale is repeated and he functions as a herald)" (343). 22 The focus on Aithalides allows Apollonius to underscore the punning etymology of his name, specifically the prefix Ail1-meaning "burning, fiery," thus associating him with the children of Helios. The parallel between the solar boat's construction from divine materials and the Argo's prophetic keel is particularly close for another reason. Apollonius notes that Athena crafted the Argo's keel (1.524-527; 4.580-591). In Ptolemaic Egypt Athena was identified with the goddesses Neit and Amaunet, both wives of Amun-Re. 26 Apollonius also was aware of the tradition reported by Herodotus (2.52-60) that the oracle at Dodona was an Egyptian import. According to the latter, two priestesses were abducted by Phoenicians from Thebes. The one was sold in Libya, where she founded the oracle of Amun-Zeus, and the other in Greece, where she founded the oracle at Dodona. Herodotus also reports a native tradition at Dodona that credits the origin of the oracle to two black doves that made their way there from Egypt. The two traditions show variation, but in each, an Egyptian origin is assumed.27 Though the archaeological record of the Dodona sanctuary tells of no Egyptian influence, it is important to recognize that it is the mythological tradition that was familiar to Apollonius.
. Moreover, what we know of the Dodona sanctuary informs us that the oracular tree was originally equated with a mother goddess associated with the earth and the underworld.28 Dodona's connection to a chthonic mother goddess, when viewed through an Egyptian lens, would have suggested another parallel to Egyptian solar mythology, that of Isis, the mother of Horus.29 Isis too had underworld associations and was thought of as a mother goddess.3O She also appears in Egyptian art as a sacred tree.3! Moreover, in the GraecoRoman period, the cults of Isis and the solar god Horus had spread throughout the eastern Mediterranean32 and along with them, the Egyptian celestial and nautical symbolism to which they were tied.33 In addition, Amun-Re's connection to sacred trees was particularly popular in Ptolemaic times, as is seen by temples of the period, which possess topographical lists identifying each district with a description of the trees in its sacred groves. The sycamore, persea, date palm, and acacia are the most common species mentioned,34 and often they are connected with the worship of Amun-Re. One particularly relevant ceremony involved writing the names of the ruling king on the leaves of the sacred persea tree. This ritual served to guarantee the king a long and prosperous life.35 It is in within this context of Ptolemaic interest in the cult of Amun-Re and his sacred groves that we should attach significance to the way Apollonius describes the tree on which the golden fleece was draped. He reports, for example, that before first light, Jason and Medea "followed a pathway that brought them to the sacred grove, in search of that vast oak on which the Fleece was spread out, just like some cloud that blushes ruddy-gold, caught by the fiery rays of the sun at its rising" (4.123-126).36 Note that Apollonius describes the place as a sacred grove (E;POIJ aA(}"Or;) and labels the tree itself an oak, the same tree (qYfl'Yor;) that was sacred at Dodona.37
Parallels extend to the description of the journey of Re's boat and the journey and mission of the Argonauts. Re's boat embarks on a daily celestial and chthonic journey, beginning as the sun in the east and sailing through the celestial waters of the Milky Way, a place that the Egyptians also called the west and the underworld. His boat travels over the primeval ocean through twelve dangerous regions, where with the help of magicians he defeats the giant chthonic serpent Apep, whom we have seen twice already. Emerging victorious, Re rises in the east as the falcon-king Re-Harakhty, the morning sun.
In the Argonautika, Aietes connects the Argo's path with a trip he once took in his father's solar chariot (3.309-311). The Argo, too, travels through the primeval ocean, where its passengers assist in a battle against a colossal serpent (OcPlr;).38 The crew's primary objective was to obtain and protect the golden fleece in much the same way that Re's divine crew protects him on his underworld 34 Buhl (above, n.31) 87. 35 Interestingly, iconographic representations depict this act as performed by the gods Amun-Re, Thoth, god of the scribes, and the librarian goddess, Seshat. See Buhl (above, n.31) 89. 36 Green (above, n.4) 154. 37 Compare 1.527, 4.583. 38The word choice here also might be significant. Note also that the Septuagint, .another product of Ptolemaic Alexandria, renders the primordial serpent of chaos in Isa. 27.1 with oq)/>; and (JpaKovTa.In the account of the Egyptian magicians (Exod. 7.3) we similarly find (JpaKwvfor the serpent that came from Moses' staff, though in Exod. 4.3 the same serpent is called 0</>',.Though a relatively common word, one wonders whether 0</>', was chosen for its closeness to .A7ro7rt,1' A</>u</>" (= Egyptian '3pp), the giant serpent of the underworld. This would fit well the Ptolemaic flavor of the Septuagint. See, e.g., M. Gorg, "Ptolema"ische Theologie in der Septuaginta," in H. voyage.39 Both journeys require the use of magic before sunrise for protection against giant chthonic serpents.
Re's journey was equated with the sun's circuit through the underworld, and so the texts that detail his nocturnal journey are divided into twelve hours, each of which required of the traveler a difficult test. While these aspects of solar mythology fit the increased Egyptian and Greek interest in astral observations at this time, they also explain Apollonius' repeated emphasis on the sun and its light and suggest the importance of the god Apollo in the Ptolemaic period.
One can hardly flip a page of the Argonautika without being told what time of day it is.4O Thus, Apollonius tells us that it is only when "early dawn, rising, had cast her light" that Aietes dons a crown that shines like the Sun climbing out of Ocean. (3.1224-1230). When Jason and Medea first approach the fleece, they do so before first light. The taking of the fleece too transpires in the middle of the night, since the theft is not discovered until sunrise. When the Argo's prophetic keel tells the crew of Zeus' will to punish them with hardships, we hear that some of the crew prayed to "the immortal gods to grant them a safe passage through to Ausonian waters, where they would reach Kirke, daughter of Perse and the Sun. Such Argo's words as dusk fell" (4.589-592). 41 What is of interest about the solar references in the Argonautika is that often they occur in conjunction with the number twelve, the underworld, and serpents, each of which reminds us of Re's underworld battle against the serpent as he passes through the twelve hours of night. 42 In book 1, Apollonius alludes to twelve Doliones battle victims slain at night (1.1040-1048).43 With the appearance of the morning star, Herakles' twelve trials are recalled (1.1317), and the storm endured by the Argo lasts twelve days and nights (1.1078-1079). Elsewhere the Argonauts offer sacrifices at dawn to the twelve blessed ones (2.531-532), and in book 3 Medea calls upon her twelve maidens at sunrise (3.838). Medea's magic ointment similarly is mixed at midnight (3.1029). It protects Jason for only twelve hours (3.1050),44 and it must be applied at dawn (3.1042).
There also are solar references that remind us of the underworld and serpents. The repeated description of Apollo and all the children of Helios as figures with fiery eyes, upon which the Argonauts could not look directly, is a case in point (4.727-729; see also 4.683-684). Like Re traveling through the underworld, Apollo makes several odd nocturnal appearances.4s In book 4, Apollonius tells us that before Apollo provided predawn light to direct the boat's way to the island Anaphe, the crew did not know "whether it was in Hades or on the sea that they were drifting" (4.1699-1700). Like the chaotic underworld through which Re must sail, the Argo too sails into "chaos" (4.1697).46 It is before sunrise that the Argonauts witness Apollo traveling from Lykia to the Hyperboreans when Orpheus recalls Apollo's victory over a chth!)nic serpent (2.674-713), describing Apollo in terms that associate him with the Egyptian god HoruS.47
One of Herakles' last labors48 involves going to a sacred grove and killing i\a~ltJlI,a giant serpent linked to the underworld (4.1396-1405). In book 3, we read that just after the sun sank "beneath the darkened earth away in the west," the goddess Hekate appears to Jason "entwined with terrible serpents (~paKOIlT€~) and oak-leaf saplings (~pU;IIO/lTl) . . ." (3.1191-1192, 1214-1215). Just before the prophet Mopsos dies from a snake bite (4.1504-1531), the serpent is described as "avoiding the midday sun" (4.1504) and having a path "to Hades" (4.1509). After the hero is killed, we are ,told that his body could not be left lying in the sun (4.1529), so the crew dug a deep grave (4.1532). During the Argo's trip home the ship moved over the sea "hour after hour. . . as a snake writhes its coils along a crooked track when the rays of the broiling sun scorch it most fiercely" (4.1541-1547).49 This list could be enlarged considerably. so L 44 We are told that it will be effective for just one day. Such references, I suggest, when considered for their combined impact, represent deliberate allusions to Egyptian solar mythology, with its emphases on the number twelve and the sunlight, the hours of the day, serpents, and the underworld. As such they lend considerable weight to Stephens' argument that the events of book 4 of the Argonautika allude to Re's journey through the underworld.5l
I also would suggest that since the heavens and their constellations figure so prominently in Egyptian solar mythology, Apollonius' astral references playa similarly allusive role.52 The Book of the Dead identifies Re's journey through the underworld as a sail across the Milky Way.53 Once the deceased boards the solar boat, he becomes a star. In the Argonautika several of the crew members (e.g., Castor, Pollux, and Herakles) become constellations in their own right. 54 Apollonius often compares the crew with stars, and Jason. in particular with a meteor, and twice with the dog star Sirius "springing high into heaven out of Ocean" (3.957).55 The Argo, too, was a constellation in Ptolemaic times, and it is important to note that the boat's wake lies in the Milky Way. Further, by Apollonius' time, the golden fleece, like Amun-Re, had become a constellation. 56 Apollonius' integration of Egyptian elements into the Argo myth fits well his historical context. The regional authority of the Amun cult increased significantly after the late fourth century B.C.E., when Amun had proclaimed Alexander the Great a son of Amun-Re at the Siwa oasis. 57 In the Ptolemaic period, the local influence of this and other Amun cults spread. The priestly town of Soknopaiou Nesos, for example, increased the authority of its Sobek cult by incorporating an oracle of Amun into its precinct.58 As David Frankfurter The Egyptian traditions, both inside and outside the temple walls, were vital and far from drained of strength, and even in the heavily Hellenistic syncretistic milieus there were obvious Egyptian influences on the Greeks. Before the time of expanding universal religions, the concept that religion belonged to a particular region was deeply rooted in people's thought, and Greek and Romans living in Egypt felt a need to "acclimatize" their gods and religious practices to the place.66
Indeed, the Ptolemies put extraordinary means' into locating and creating national gods that could be jointly worshiped by Egyptians and Greeks. According to Tacitus and Plutarch,67 Ptolemy I had brought the figure of Sarapis to Alexandria from Asia Minor.6s Though his plan proved effective for much of the Mediterranean world, Sarapis did not enjoy the interest of the Egyptians themselves,69 who preferred their long-standing solar cults of Isis', Osiris, Horus, and Amun-Re. As Siegfried Morenz remarks, "Sarapis's very failure in Egypt shows that the Greek rulers were unable to, find a new form that would fit the old content. Sarapis did not become what Horus and Amon had been."7o
Despite the lack of popularity of Sarapis among native Egyptians, Ptolemaic "acclimatization" was extensive. It was not limited to royal and religious iconography, nor to cultic activity, but as Koenen has shown,71 extended even to the selection of royal titles and the identification of kings with particular myths, all of which, when employed carefully, served as polyvalent markers of both Greek and Egyptian identity.
It is this bicultural context of the Ptolemaic state that informs the Argonautika's fore grounding of elements common to Egyptian solar mythology. The Argonautika, as much as Apollonius himself, embodies the tremendous change that Alexandrian culture was experiencing under Ptolemaic rule, "from a culture completely Egyptian-the land of the solar journey-to a land of shared cul-" ,.
. ture-Greek language and political dominance on the one hand and Egyptian language, religious beliefs, and economic practices on the other."72
Its subtle detournement of earlier tradition within a new bicultural framework marks it as more than just a commitment "to the recovery and reconstitution of the past and its mythic heritage,"73 and its intercultural allusions do not help to characterize it simply as an attempt to expand the cultural territory of Hellenism. 74 Instead, we must see Apollonius as having "written a poem of and for the new hybrid political state, by retrojecting into the epic past elements of both worlds and by creating an epic template for new beginnings that partakes of both." 75 Yet despite the bicultural nature of the poetic space created by . Apollonius' epic template, it would appear that for Apollonius, the sun ultimately shone on the side of Hellenism. The voyage of the Argo itself demonstrates this. The boat journeys to the land of Colchis, to a people whom Apollonius identifies as Egyptian in origin (a report borrowed from Herodotus), whose king, Aietes, bears the title "son of Helios," a calque for the Egyptian king (i.e., "son of Re [the Sun]"). 76 It is a strange world, a stand-in for Egypt.77 Nevertheless, Apollonius also takes care to create a genealogical connection between one of the Argonauts and the future rulers of Egypt,78 thus offering his readers "an expectation that the future home of his heroes will not be Greece but North Africa."79 In the end, however, Jason and Medea do not remain in Colchis, but return home, to Hellenism, as it were.8o ,
